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7s -UP(S) 
BACKUPS ABCKPSU BACKUP, substitute [n] 
BLOWUPS BLOPSUW BLOWUP, explosion [n] 
BREAKUP ABEKPRU act of breaking up [n -S] 
BRUSHUP BHPRSUU quick review [n -S] 
BUILDUP BDILPUU accumulation [n -S] 
CHECKUP CCEHKPU examination [n -S] 
CLEANUP ACELNPU act of cleaning [n -S] 
CLOSEUP CELOPSU photograph taken at close range [n -S] 
COCKUPS CCKOPSU COCKUP, turned-up part of something [n] 
COVERUP CEOPRUV something used to conceal improper activity [n -S] 
CRACKUP ACCKPRU collision [n -S] 
DUSTUPS DPSSTUU DUSTUP, argument (discussion involving differing points of view) [n] 
FLAREUP AEFLPRU sudden outbreak [n -S] 
FOLDUPS DFLOPSU FOLDUP, object that folds up [n] 
FUCKUPS CFKPSUU FUCKUP, offensive word [n] 
GROWNUP GNOPRUW mature person [n -S] 
HANGUPS AGHNPSU HANGUP, inhibition or obsession [n] 
HOLDUPS DHLOPSU HOLDUP, delay [n] 
HOOKUPS HKOOPSU HOOKUP, electrical assemblage [n] 
KICKUPS CIKKPSU KICKUP, noisy argument [n] 
LINEUPS EILNPSU LINEUP, row of persons [n] 
LINKUPS IKLNPSU LINKUP, something that serves as linking device [n] 
LOCKUPS CKLOPSU LOCKUP, jail [n] 
LOOKUPS KLOOPSU LOOKUP, process of looking something up [n] 
MAKEUPS AEKMPSU MAKEUP, way in which parts or ingredients of something are put together [n] 
MARKUPS AKMPRSU MARKUP, increase in price [n] 
MATCHUP ACHMPTU setting of two players against each other [n -S] 
MOCKUPS CKMOPSU MOCKUP, full-sized model [n] 
PASTEUP AEPPSTU finished copy to be photographed for making printing plate [n -S] 
PICKUPS CIKPPSU PICKUP, small truck [n] 
PILEUPS EILPPSU PILEUP, collision involving several motor vehicles [n] 
PULLUPS LLPPSUU PULLUP, act of raising oneself while hanging by hands [n] 
PUSHUPS HPPSSUU PUSHUP, type of exercise [n] 
ROLLUPS LLOPRSU ROLLUP, something that is rolled into shape of tube [n] 
ROUNDUP DNOPRUU driving together of cattle scattered over range [n -S] 
SCALEUP ACELPSU increase based on fixed ratio [n -S] 
SCREWUP CEPRSUW instance of bungling [n -S] 
SENDUPS DENPSSU SENDUP, parody [n] 
SHAKEUP AEHKPSU total reorganization [n -S] 
SHAPEUP AEHPPSU system of hiring work crew [n -S] 
SLIPUPS ILPPSSU SLIPUP, mistake [n] 
SMASHUP AHMPSSU collision of motor vehicles [n -S] 
SPEEDUP DEEPPSU acceleration of production without increase in pay [n -S] 
STACKUP ACKPSTU arrangement of circling airplanes over airport waiting to land [n -S] 
STANDUP ADNPSTU comic monologue by performer alone on stage [n -S] 
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STARTUP APRSTTU act of starting something [n -S] 
STICKUP CIKPSTU robbery at gunpoint [n -S] 
TAKEUPS AEKPSTU TAKEUP, act of taking something up [n] 
TOSSUPS OPSSSTU TOSSUP, even choice or chance [n] 
TOUCHUP CHOPTUU act of finishing by adding minor improvements [n -S] 
TUNEUPS ENPSTUU TUNEUP, adjustment to ensure efficient operation [n] 
TURNUPS NPRSTUU TURNUP, part of garment that is turned up [n] 
WALKUPS AKLPSUW WALKUP, apartment house having no elevator [n] 
WARMUPS AMPRSUW WARMUP, preparatory exercise or procedure [n] 
WASHUPS AHPSSUW WASHUP, act of washing clean [n] 
WINDUPS DINPSUW WINDUP, conclusion [n] 
WORKUPS KOPRSUW WORKUP, intensive diagnostic study [n] 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
8s -UP 

CHANGEUP ACEGHNPU slow pitch thrown like fastball [n -S] 
FOLLOWUP FLLOOPUW news article that adds information to previous article [n -S] 
	


